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A B S T R A C T

This work examines the influence of field voltage variation during a sudden short-circuit test and its direct
impact on the parameter identification of synchronous machines. The test standards establish that field voltage
must be kept constant during the short-circuit test. However, due to the presence of impedances in the voltage
supply, control of the excitation system along with many other factors, field voltage may vary during this test.
This work proposes a method to recover the machine parameters even when high amplitude field voltage var-
iations are presented during the sudden short-circuit test. In addition, an algorithm capable of defining max-
imum field voltage variations along with its correspondent duration in order to respect a certain parameter
estimation error is proposed. Finally, the models developed in this paper are investigated using data from a
140 MVA synchronous machine.

1. Introduction

Presently, almost all electrical power generated in the world comes
from synchronous generators. Mathematically, this machine is usually
modeled using the Park transform [1], which allows its representation
as two equivalent circuits and simplify several times the differential
equations that govern the behavior of this machine.

Knowledge of the direct-axis and quadrature-axis equivalent circuit
parameters play an important role in studies of transient stability, small
signal stability, faults protection, and sub-synchronous resonance
[2–4].

There are several methods to determine the parameters of syn-
chronous machines. Such methods include: standstill frequency re-
sponse, load rejection, voltage recovery test, and sudden short-circuit
test [5–9].

The sudden three-phase short-circuit is an accepted test frequently
used in the parameter identification of synchronous machines. This
method has been used for more than 80 years and consists in applying a
solid three-phase short-circuit on the machine terminals with the ma-
chine on open circuit. The field excitation voltage must be kept constant
during the decay of the three-phase fault currents to steady-state values.
With the short-circuit test, it is possible to determine d-axis parameters
by analyzing the armature currents [5].

The IEEE Std. 115 provides special emphasis to the care that must be
taken in order to avoid significant field voltage variations, especially
during the load rejection, voltage recovery, and short-circuit tests.

It is recommended that the excitation system be supplied by a
constant-voltage low-impedance source, which may require an in-
dependent excitation system different from the one used during normal
service. Also, the voltage regulator must be set to manual control [5].

The subject of field voltage variation while performing d-axis
parameters identification tests is poorly discussed in the technical lit-
erature. The work presented in [10] touches on this subject when
considering field-voltage source impedance in the parameters calcula-
tion. Also, IEEE Std. 115 mentions an exceptional situation in which the
load rejection test is performed on a machine where the excitation
system is fed from the generator terminals. In this case, the IEEE Std.
115 states that the dynamic of the field voltage should be taken into
consideration during the parameters derivation process [5]. However,
no explanation is given on how to incorporate this dynamic in the
parameters identification. Ref. [11] fills this gap.

Noticing the gaps that exist in the understanding of the effects that
field voltage variation can bring to the parameter identification of
synchronous machines, this work presents a mathematical modeling of
the sudden three-phase short-circuit test considering field voltage var-
iation during the short-circuit transient.
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Two mathematical models are proposed to recover the machine
parameters. The first one considers the traditional constant field voltage
condition while attempting to estimate the machine parameters by
using interpolation methods over the armature current, the Constant
Field Voltage Interpolation (CFVI). The second method uses the equa-
tions developed in the appendix, which considers field voltage variation
in its formulation, the Variable Field Voltage Interpolation (VFVI).

The CFVI represents the method used nowadays in the recovery of
the machine parameters from short-circuit tests. On the other hand, the
VFVI is an alternative developed in this article to recover the machine
parameters from short-circuit tests with field voltage variations.

Finally, for the CFVI, this paper derives the maximum field voltage
variations along with its correspondent durations, to respect a defined
parameter estimation error.

This paper is divided as follows: Section 2 explains the equations
that govern the sudden short-circuit test with and without field voltage
variations. Section 3 describes the models developed in order to inter-
polate the armature current of the short-circuit test with and without
field voltage variation, and in this way, recover the machine parameters
in both cases. Section 4 presents an algorithm to compute limits of field
voltage variation for a given maximum admissible error in the para-
meter estimation. Section 5 presents a study using data from a 140 MVA
synchronous machine. The appendix provides a formal mathematical
proof of the equations used to model the sudden short-circuit test with
field voltage variation.

2. Sudden short-circuit mathematical model

During the short-circuit test when the field voltage is kept constant,
and a solid three-phase short-circuit is applied in an unloaded syn-
chronous machine, it is possible to prove that the armature current can
be described by (1) [12].

As stated in IEEE Std. 115 [5], the short-circuit test has to be per-
formed using a constant voltage, low-impedance source of excitation in
order to avoid errors in the determination of the machine parameters
due to field voltage variations that are not considered in the formula-
tions presented in this standard. The remainder of this section, how-
ever, models the short-circuit considering the field voltage variation
phenomenon.
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Fig. 1 describes a measured field voltage variation during a short-
circuit test. Represented by a continuous line, this field voltage varia-
tion can be approximated by the sum of step functions represented by
dashed lines. Also, in Fig. 1, the amplitudes and instant that each step of
field voltage is applied are denoted by an ‘×’ mark. The amplitude of the
step applied in Ti (V T( )f i ) is the difference between the field voltage
measured in +T ti and Ti; where t is the time interval between two
consecutive step functions. From this perspective, V T( )f i can be posi-
tive or negative depending on whether the field voltage is decreasing or
increasing in a given t .

The field variation presented in Fig. 1 was obtained from a short-
circuit test with the same settings presented in [13], where an

Nomenclature

G s( ) transfer function that relates the stator flux linkages per
second with field voltage (p.u.)

if instantaneous value of the field current (p.u.)
i t( ) instantaneous value of the a-phase short-circuit current

with or without field voltage variations (p.u.)
i t( )NV instantaneous value of the a-phase short-circuit current

with no field voltage variations (p.u.)
i t( )T

f
i instantaneous value of the a-phase short-circuit current

due to a step in the field voltage applied in a given time
(p.u.)

Ns number of samples of the armature current.
Nt number of field voltage drop time intervals
Nv number of field voltage drop magnitudes
ra phase armature winding resistance (p.u.)
SC t( ) AC RMS value of the measured current during the short-

circuit test at an instant t (p.u.)
ti i-th time sample (s)
Tfdp maximum duration of a field voltage drop (s)
Ti instant that the step i is applied in the field voltage (s)
U T( ) unit step function applied in =t T
vf instantaneous value of the field voltage (p.u.)

Vf 0 field voltage prior to the short-circuit (p.u.)
Vfdp maximum field voltage drop (p.u.)
V T( )f i amplitude of the field voltage step applied in Ti (p.u.)
Vs line to neutral RMS value of the armature voltage prior to

the short-circuit (p.u.)
xa leakage stator reactance (p.u.)
X s( )d d-axis operational impedance (p.u.)
xkf mutual damper to field windings reactance (p.u.)
xmd d-axis armature mutual reactance (p.u.)
xmq q-axis armature mutual reactance (p.u.)
X s( )q q-axis operational impedance (p.u.)

Vd q f, , Laplace transform applied to the difference between the
instantaneous value of the voltage vd, vq or vf and its cor-
respondent steady-state value

Id q, Laplace transform applied to the difference between the
instantaneous value of the current id or iq and its corre-
spondent steady-state value
inverse of the armature time constant (s−1)

d q0, , zero-sequence ( 0), d-axis ( d), and q-axis ( q) component
of the quantity

a b c, , stator phase components of the a ( a), b ( b), and c ( c)
windings of the quantity

L {·}1 inverse laplace transform

Fig. 1. Approximation of the field voltage variation.
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impedance was deliberately placed in series with the field circuit to
intensify the field voltage variation.

Note that Fig. 1 is only an illustrative example and is not intended to
present a recurrent field voltage variation from a short-circuit test.

In the remainder of this section, the field voltage variation is ap-
proximated by the sum of step functions. As proved in the appendix,
this approximation allows obtaining a simple expression that relates the
field voltage variations with the armature short-circuit currents.

Eq. (2) is deducted in the appendix and relates the armature current
with a single step in the field voltage applied in a short-circuited syn-
chronous machine initially with no field voltage and rotating at syn-
chronous speed.
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As proved in the appendix, the individual impact of a step of field
voltage variation only depends on the rotor speed prior to the appli-
cation of this step. By assuming a constant rotor speed during the test, it
is possible to sum the individual influence of each step in the field
voltage. Finally, the short-circuit current during a test with field voltage
variation can be described by (3).

The intuition behind (3) is that a momentaneous decrease in the
field voltage ( <V T( ) 0f i ) implies in a subtraction of the original cur-
rent i t(NV ); on the other hand, as the field voltage starts to increase
again the new steps of field voltage would have >V T( ) 0f i , reverting
the distortion previously imposed when <V T( ) 0f i .
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In (2), the relation x r/md f can be obtained before the short-circuit is
applied (4), by using the initial machine conditions and the Eqs. (a1) to
(a13).
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By neglecting the second harmonic of the armature current, it is
possible to write (1) in terms of its AC RMS component (5). Ad-
ditionally, while neglecting the second harmonic of (1), there is no
phase shift between (1) and (2) thus the AC RMS component of (3) can
be written as (6).
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Given that (6) is a good approximation of the behavior of the ar-
mature current when a machine is facing a short-circuit test under field
voltage variation, this equation can be used to recover the machine
parameters if the field voltage is recorded during the test. Also, (6) can
be used to perform a sensitivity analysis of the parameters determined
by the short-circuit test in the face of field voltage variations.

3. Models to recover the machine parameters from sudden short-
circuit tests

3.1. Parameters identification

The traditional d-axis parameters of synchronous machines are es-
timated from the AC RMS components of the armature currents in the
short-circuit test, which are obtained after extracting the DC unidirec-
tional components. IEEE Std. 115 suggests to subtract from the mea-
sured AC RMS armature current the steady state current after the short-

circuit (V x/s d), plotting the resultant data in a semi-log scale. This
procedure allows linearization in two main regions, transient and sub-
transient [5].

However, the results of this method are significantly dependent on
how the test data are interpreted [5,14]. In order to avoid subjectivity
in the identification of the machine parameters, this paper makes a
nonlinear regression over the AC RMS component of the armature
current.

There are several methods in the literature that could be used to
support the nonlinear regression in the estimation of the machine
parameters from the short-circuit current. A particle swarm optimiza-
tion method [15,16], a genetic algorithm [17] or even a simple and
straightforward gradient descent method could all be used. However, as
far as the authors know, there is no algorithm capable of guaranteeing
global optima for the nonlinear regression of the current in the sudden
short-circuit test.

Here, the nonlinear regression of the AC RMS component of the
armature current during the short-circuit test was implemented in
AMPL [18] using the optimization solver Knitro [19]. Knitro is a well-
known tool with several useful features. For example, it has a multi-
start procedure for finding high-quality locally optimal solutions to
nonconvex problems. It also allows constraints to be incorporated in the
optimization process and has several embedded algorithms being able
to select the best option based on the problem characteristics.

Considering that the parameters xd and xd
'' depend only on long-term

and initial and currents, respectively, and are not influenced by the
field voltage variation, yields (8) to (9).

The variables xd
' , d

' , and d
'' are obtained by solving the optimization

model (7) to (12). In (10) to (12) the subscript min and max indicate
lower bounds and upper bounds for the machine parameters, respec-
tively. The intervals of (10) to (12) can be substituted by any intervals
where the variables xd

' , d
' , and d

'' can be determined with some level of
confidence.

In this work, these intervals were chosen as ±50% of the parameter
values provided by the manufacturer.
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The objective function aims to minimize the absolute distance be-
tween the measured current SC t( ) and the theoretical current I t( )NV .
Constraints (8) and (9) state that xd and xd

'' are not variables of the
problem. Constraints (10) to (12) are not necessary to the optimization
model, but they help the optimization algorithm converge faster and to
more accurate values since they decrease the feasibility region of the
problem.

In the next sections, the model (7) to (12) is referred to as CFVI, and
the model (7) to (12) substituting (7) by (13) is referred to as VFVI.

=
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In this paper, the CFVI model is treated as the current state of the art
for recovering the machine parameters from the short-circuit current.
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On the other hand, the VFVI model is a new approach developed in this
paper to recover the machine parameters from short-circuit tests that
faced field voltage variations.

3.2. Limitations and considerations

The CFVI and VFVI models described previously use the AC RMS
component of the armature current during the short-circuit to recover
the traditional d-axis machine parameters. This AC RMS component is
obtained by subtracting the upper envelope and the lower envelope of
the armature current and dividing the result by two times the square
root of two. These envelopes are usually obtained doing a spline in-
terpolation or polynomial fitting over the short-circuit current and are
mainly based on the peak values of the armature current [5,14].

For machines with small d-axis time constants, which are usually
small machines, the transient and sub-transient periods happen fast.
Also, any field voltage variation has the potential to impact the arma-
ture current since, according to (2), if d

' is small, i t( )T
f

i can assume its
maximum value faster. For this type of machine, if a field voltage
variation happens during two peaks of the short-circuit current, the AC
RMS component of the armature current obtained by the envelope
method may not carry the information of the field voltage variation
between the two peaks.

In this condition, the interpolation methods that use the AC RMS
component of the short-circuit current (5) to (6) would not be able to
recover the machine parameters properly.

An alternative is to carry out an interpolation over the in-
stantaneous value of the armature current using (3). This would,
however, represent a challenge given the high nonlinearity and com-
plexity of (3).

4. Computing limits of field voltage variation given a maximum
admissible error

The objective of this section is to propose an algorithm capable of
defining limits of field voltage variation in order to respect a maximum
admissible error during the estimation of xd

' , d
' , and d

'', while using the
CFVI model.

Fig. 2 shows how the algorithm developed in this paper works. As
input, the algorithm receives the field voltage Vf 0 that is applied to the
machine prior to the short-circuit, a maximum field voltage drop (Vfdp),
and a maximum duration of this drop (Tfdp). The values Vfdp and Tfdp are
used to construct different field voltage curves, that are going to be
investigated by the algorithm. In order to construct these curves, Vfdp is
divided in Nv intervals (14) and Tfdp in Nt intervals (15). Finally, the
field voltage curves investigated are proposed as in (16).
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Using the machine parameters provided by the manufacturer as the
reference values (xdr , xd

'
r , xd

''
r , d

'
r , and d

''
r ), and the voltage profiles

described in (16), the AC component of the RMS current in the arma-
ture during a three-phase sudden short-circuit test can be obtained by
solving the appendix Eqs. (a1) to (a13) and by using the envelope
method over the solution [1].

Usually, to solve the model (a1) to (a13) for each v t( )f profile (16)
requires a significant computational effort mainly for two reasons. First,
the model (a1) to (a13) are a set of differential equations that need to be
solved numerically from time zero to the steady state condition and
second, the number of v t( )f profiles can be large depending of the Nt

and Nv values. However, as will be shown in the numerical results
section, (3) it is an excellent approximation for the phenomenon in-
vestigated here. This way, (3) is going to be used to compute the ar-
mature current for each v t( )f profile.

Fig. 3 is a schematic of how the algorithm of Fig. 2 investigates
different limits for the field voltage variation. For each integer
n N{1, , }t , the algorithm searches for the larger k N{1, , }v where
using the CFVI model an error smaller than a preset value max is ob-
tained for the xd

' , d
' , and d

'' parameters. This k value is going to be
denoted as kn.

Knowingkn for each corresponding iteration n, it is possible to define
an approximate region where the field voltage can vary without com-
promising the determination of the machine parameters with an error
larger than max .

It is important to note that the algorithm developed in this section
(Fig. 2) is an approximation since, in order to construct the

Fig. 2. Description of the algorithm that computes limits of field voltage var-
iation given a maximum admissible error.

Fig. 3. Progression of the algorithm that computes the field voltage limits.
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aforementioned region (Fig. 3) it was considered that the voltage drop
could be represented by only two step functions, one applied in =t 0,
and the other in =t n t . However, the voltage drop profile in a real
machine is more similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. That is, it has a
rapid decrease right after the short-circuit is applied with a gradual
return to Vf 0. Furthermore, the error computed in this section considers
a machine with the same parameters provided by the manufacturer,
which is another approximation since the actual machine parameters
may differ from these values.

Although the algorithm presented in this section used the manu-
facturer given values as the reference parameters, the actual machine
parameters could be used when available.

The algorithm presented in this section can be used to indicate
limits of field voltage variation so that the AC RMS component of the
armature current can be used to recover the parameters from short-
circuit tests of small size machines, being a partial solution for the
problem mentioned in Section 3.2.

In addition, for large machines that do not face the problem men-
tioned in Section 3.2, the machine parameters can be obtained using
either the VFVI or the CFVI model. The CFVI model may be chosen
when the algorithm developed in this section indicates that the field
voltage variations observed during the test do not influence sig-
nificantly in the parameter identification.

5. Application

This section analyses the mathematical models developed in this
paper. The VFVI model is tested in a 140 MVA synchronous machine
that is subject to a short-circuit test with field voltage variation. This
section also analyzes the performance of the CFVI model while de-
termining the d-axis parameters in the same situation. Finally, the al-
gorithm developed in Section 4 is used to determine the limits of field
voltage variation for a maximum error of ±15% in the parameters
computed by the CFVI model.

Section 5 uses data from a rated 13.8 kV, 50 Hz, 60-pole, 140 MVA
synchronous machine described in Tables 1 and 2. The parameters
described in Tables 1 and 2 are manufacturer’s experimentally mea-
sured data, and thus are going to be considered as the actual machine
parameters.

5.1. Recovering the machine parameters

In this section, the machine of Tables 1 and 2 is simulated during a
short-circuit test while subject to an arbitrary field voltage variation. In
this condition, the resultant armature current is used by the models
CFVI and VFVI to recover the d-axis machine parameters. The results
are summarized in Fig. 4 and Table 3.

In Fig. 4, the black dashed line represents the field voltage arbi-
trarily imposed during the sudden short-circuit test; Vf 0 was chosen so
that, in the permanent state, the RMS value of the armature current was
0.58 p.u. In this figure, the dash-dot line (blue) represents the AC RMS

armature current for a short-circuit test with no field voltage variation.
The continuous line (orange) represents the AC RMS armature current
for the imposed field voltage variation; the data for this curve was
obtained solving the differential Eqs. (a1) to (a13), which means that no
approximation was made rather than the ones that naturally lead to
these equations.

Finally, in Fig. 4, the dash-dot-dot line (red) is the nonlinear re-
gression over the continuous line (orange) using the CFVI model, and
the circles represent the nonlinear regression also made over the con-
tinuous line (orange) but using the VFVI model. In this last case, only a
few samples of the regression were plotted in order to make the figure
easier to understand.

From Fig. 4, it is possible to notice the significant influence that field
voltage variations can have in the determination of d-axis parameters.
Note that the mathematical model developed here matches the arma-
ture current determined by the solution of the differential Eqs. (a1) to
(a13).

Table 3 presents the errors in the determination of the d-axis
parameters by the CFVI and VFVI models when compared to the
manufacturer’s values presented in Table 2.

It can be seen that the armature current is better described by (6)
than by (5) since the machine parameters can be better recovered using
the VFVI model than by using the CFVI model.

5.2. Field voltage ride through

In this section, the model described in Section 4 is used to define
limits of field voltage variation so that the CFVI model could provide
results with absolute errors smaller than 15%, 10%, 5% and 1% for the
machine described in Tables 1 and 2.

Fig. 5 shows four lines. The continuous line (black) limits the region
where the field voltage can vary during the short-circuit test without
imposing errors in the determination of the machine parameters higher
than ± 15% while using the CFVI model.

More specifically, this region goes from Vf 0 to the continuous black
line, and it is represented by the hatched area. The first line above the
continuous line limits the region of errors lower than ± 10% (blue), the
second line above the black continuous line limits the region of errors
lower than ± 5% (green), and the line closer to Vf0 limits the region of
errors lower than ± 1% (red).

The initial field voltage adopted was chosen so that, in the perma-
nent regime, the RMS value of the armature current was 0.58 p.u. It is
interesting to note that the field voltage can be zero during 0.2 s and
still the parameters obtained by the CFVI model would present errors
smaller than ± 15%. The same goes for a voltage drop of 0.04 Vf0
during 10 s.

In what concern the curves that limit errors lower than ± 10%, ±
5%, and ± 1%, it is possible to notice a significant decrease in the
feasibility region of the field voltage from 0 to 10 s, while moving to-
wards more restrictive limits of accuracy. It is also interesting to notice
that the curve that limits the ± 1% error region only allows field

Table 1
Fundamental Parameters of The Machine (p.u.).

Parameter Value (p.u.) Parameter Value (p.u.)

xa 0.1431 xQ 0.1054
xmd 0.9243 ra 2.688 ⋅ 10−3

xkf −0.1195 rD 3.441 ⋅ 10−2

xD 0.7073 rf 4.305 ⋅ 10−4

xf 0.3230 rQ 1.504 ⋅ 10−2

xmq 0.5566

Table 2
Derived Parameters of The Machine (p.u.).

Parameter Value (p.u.) Parameter Value (s)

xd 1.0670
d
' 2.421

xd
' 0.3099

d
'' 6.584 ⋅ 10−2

xd
'' 0.2352 q

'' 4.640 ⋅ 10−2

xq 0.6996

xq
'' 0.2317

V.A.D. Faria, et al. Electrical Power and Energy Systems 114 (2020) 105421
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voltage variations that last for less than 1 s. Also, for the limit of ± 1%
error, the field voltage can go to zero during about 50 ms so that the
estimation of the machine parameters are not affected in more than 1%
while using the CFVI model.

6. Conclusion

The short-circuit test is a procedure widely used in the determina-
tion of d-axis parameters of synchronous machines. In IEEE Std. 115, a
special emphasis is put on the precautions to be taken with field voltage
variations during this test. Also, remarks on the importance of low-
impedance excitation systems and low field voltage variations are
common in the main standards. However, no variation limits are spe-
cified. Moreover, there is not much research about the impacts of these
variations in the parameter accuracy.

This paper makes a deep analysis of the field voltage variation im-
pact in the determination of d-axis parameters of synchronous machines
using the short-circuit test. A mathematical model is developed that can
recover the machine parameters very efficiently and with high accuracy
even when field voltage variations are presented during the short-cir-
cuit test.

In addition, this paper proposed an algorithm that defines limits of
field voltage variations in order to respect a certain parameter esti-
mation uncertainty while using the traditional interpolation methods
that do not consider field voltage variation.

Future work should investigate the performance of the VFVI method
in machines of different sizes, identifying the limits where the AC RMS
component cannot be used to recover the machine parameters from
short-circuit tests with field voltage variations.

Also, future work should incorporate a certain margin of variability
in the parameters provided by the manufacturer, while determining the
limits of field voltage variation as described in Section 4. This would
provide more conservative limits that could be used in practice or in-
corporated in the standards.
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Appendix

In this section, a brief proof of expression (2) is given. Even though the proof made here considers only one damper winding, it is possible to
arrive at a similar expression if unlimited dampers are considered. In this last case, one must incorporate these windings in the operational im-
pedances of the machine and proceed to a similar deduction as done here.

In the deductions made here, i indicates current in the time domain, and I indicates current in the frequency domain. The reference frame used in
this work is described below together with the correspondent synchronous machine equations [20].
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Fig. 4. The influence of field voltage variation on the performance of the CFVI and VFVI interpolation methods (a) and zoom from 0 to 4 s (b).

Table 3
Errors in the Parameter Computation.

Parameter CFVI VFVI

xd 0.00% 0.00%

xd
' 2.98% 0.01%

xd
'' 0.00% 0.00%

d
' −14.43% 0.01%

d
'' 24.44% 0.08%

Fig. 5. Limits of field voltage variation for a maximum error of 15%, 10%, 5%
and 1% in the estimated parameters.
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For the reference frame described in (a1) to (a3) P 1=P t , the inverse of P is equal to its transpose; d q0, , represents any quantities in the dq0
reference; and a b c, , represents any quantities in the abc stator reference frame. For more information refer to [20].

P= 2
3

d

q

a

b

c

0

(a1)

P = +
+

1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2
cos( ) cos( 2 /3) cos( 2 /3)
sin( ) sin( 2 /3) sin( 2 /3) (a2)

= + +t t( )
2 (a3)

Finally, the machine equations are described in (a4) to (a13).

= + + +t x x i t x i t x i t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d md a d md f md D (a4)

= + +t x x i t x i t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )q mq a q mq Q (a5)

= + + + + +t x i t x x x i t x x i t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )f md d md kf f f md kf D (a6)

= + + + + +t x i t x x i t x x x i t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )D md d md kf f md kf D D (a7)

= + +t x i t x x i t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Q mq q mq Q Q (a8)

=v t r i t
t

t( ) ( )
( )

( )d a d
d

q (a9)

=v t r i t
t

( ) ( )
( )

f f f
f

(a10)

= r i t
t

0 ( )
( )

D D
D

(a11)

= +v t r i t
t

t( ) ( )
( )

( )q a q
q

d (a12)

= r i t
t

0 ( )
( )

Q Q
Q

(a13)

Substituting v t( ) and i t( ) by (a14) to (a15) in the equations (a4) to (a13), where v ( ) and i ( ) represents the voltage and current steady state
values. Also, simplifying the results and writing them in the frequency domain yields (a16) to (a19). Here it is going to be assumed that the step Vf
in the field voltage happens in =t 0 but nothing restricts us of generalizing the results for steps in t 0.

=v t v t v( ) ( ) ( ) (a14)

=i t i t i( ) ( ) ( ) (a15)

L =v t s V{ ( )} (a16)

L =i t s I{ ( )} (a17)

=
+

V r I s
X s I G s V

X s I
( ) ( )

( )d a d
d d f

q q (a18)

= + +V r I s
X s I

X s I G s V
( )

( ) ( )q a q
q q

d d f (a19)

For an unexcited synchronous machine ( =V 0f 0 ) rotating at synchronous speed that in =t 0 is short-circuited = =V V 0d q . Given that also in
=t 0 a step of magnitude V f is applied in the field voltage =V V s/f f .

Neglecting the terms with ra except for , and solving (a18) to (a19), yields (a20) to (a21).

=
+ +

=
+ +

+

I
V

s s s
V H s

s s( 2 )
( )

( 2 )d
f

s G s
X s f

( ) ( )
( )

2 2 2 2
d

2 2

(a20)

=I 0q (a21)

=
+

+
+

+ +H s A
s

B
s

C
s

D( )
( 1) ( 1)d d

' '' (a22)

=
+ +

A
( )

db d d db d

d d d

2 ' 2 2 ' 3 '

' '' ' (a23)
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=
+

B
( )

db d d db d

d d d

2 ''2 2 ''3 ''

'' '' ' (a24)

=C 2 (a25)

=D db

d d
' '' (a26)

= x
rdb
D

d (a27)

= + +r
X s X s

r
x x2

1
( )

1
( ) 2

1 1a

d q

a

d q
'' ''

(a28)

A translation from the frequency domain to the time domain is now performed. The expressions (a29) and (a30) are used as they represent a good
approximation for the problem handled here since a and are much less than [12]. From the expression (a20) to the expression (a31) using (a29)
and (a30), it is important to notice that the values of a depend only on the denominators of the sums in (a22). For the first sum in (a22) =a 1/ d

' , for
the second sum =a 1/ d

'', for the third sum =a 0. The fourth sum uses the expression (a30).

L
+ + +s a s s

e e t
( )( 2 )

cos( )at t1
2

2 2 (a29)

L
+ +s s

e t
( 2 )

sin( )t1
2 2 (a30)

= + + + + +i
V x

r x
A e B e C

V x
r x

e A B C t D tcos( ) sin( )d
f md

f d d

t

d

t
f md

f d

t

d d
2 ' '' 2 ' ''d d

' ''

(a31)

Assuming that d
' is significantly larger than d

'' and db, it is possible to make the following approximations (a32) to (a35).

+A
x x x

1
d d

d

d d d
' 2

' 1

'
d
' 2

(a32)

B
x x

0
d d d

'' 2

1
( )

d db

d d

db d

d

''

' '' 2

''

'

(a33)

=D
x x

1 1 0
d d

db

d d
' '' (a34)

=i
V x

r x
e1d

f md

f d

t
d
'

(a35)

Using the expression (a36), it is possible to move from a rotor reference frame to a stator reference frame.

= + + +i i sin t i cos t2/3 [ ( ) ( )]d q0 0 (a36)

= +i
V x

r x
e sin t2

3
1 ( )f md

f d

t

0d
'

(a37)

Finally, the expression (a37) can be extended to a step applied in an instant Ti (a38).

= +i
x V

x r
e sin t U T2

3
1 ( ) ( )T

f md f

d f

t T

i0i

i

d
'

(a38)
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